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CALL FOR PAPERS

.Dialogue seeks articles and essays on the
following topics, broadly interpreted, by
the following deadlines—

f Environmental Science, Human
Stewardship: October 1,2009

f New Issues and Approaches in the
Study of the Book of Mormon:
January 1, 2010

f Youth Programs and Retention of
Young Single Adults: April 1, 2010

f Mormons and Music: January 1, 2011

Submissions guidelines are available at
dialoguejournal.com
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JUST PUBLISHED!
Announcing a new print index of
Dialogue's first 42 years.
Scholars and students of Mormon thought
have been without an updated print index of
Dialogue for decades.
Fortunately, they go without no longer. We are
pleased to announce the print version of Dialogue:
A Complete Index. Editors Denis and Joseph
Corcoran skillfully abridged James E, Crooks's
exhaustive, bibliographic digitized index to form this new print volume.
Because of the central place Dialogue has held in Mormon Studies for
more than four decades, we're positive this index—a handy treasure-
trove of all things Dialogue—-will prove to be the convenient, go-to
resource for Mormon scholars.

"I am delighted with the index and, despite the electronic revolution, believe that this is
a long overdue contribution to Mormon studies, making 'Dialogue' yet more valuable."
Val Hemming, Kensington, MD

"Thanks for the big new 'Dialogue' index. It has been a long time in coming. It compiles
an enormous amount of information into a printed index ofmanageabie size. It will often
be my first resort when looking something up."
Armand Mauss, Irvine, CA

Order yours today: Paperback $50 Hardbound $75
801-274-8210 P.O. Box 58423, SLC, UT 84158

www.dialoguejournal.com
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PRINT VERSION: "Old-fashioned" but most beloved.
1 year (4 issues) $37, International $45, Seniors/Students $30

ELECTRONIC: Be the first to read the newest edition online.
Download, print, and share full-text pdf's. $25

ARCHIVAL DVD: Contains Volume 1-41, 1966-2008
Read and print full-text pdf's. $40

Join our

IN OUR NEXT ISSUE:
Mormon Women in Second Wave Feminism

Mormon Cinema: A Generic Study |

Violence in the Scriptures: Mormonism and the
Cultural Theory of Rene Girard | Mack Stirling

Interview with Rene Girard

:. Subscribe Today.

More titles and special offers available on our our website.
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